The Principle of ‘‘‘E
Eventity’’’ ‘IIntra-D
Duality’ leading to [O
Onto-]«A
Autokinesis» and to ‘M
Meta-G
Genealogy’.
The principal ‘‘‘‘eventities’’’ of the net-eexpanding cosmological ontology evince a principle of ineluctable
duality’, or even of ‘iintra-m
multiality’, as their “eenergizing principle” [cf. Marx], the “eenergizing
‘iintra-d
principle” of ‘ccosmo-o
onto-d
dynamasis’.
For example, the cosmos as a whole has recently been discovered to develop in and through the throes of an
internal, immanent, inescapable duality between the cosmos-eexpansive, ‘“anti-gravitic”’ ‘“fforce”’ of “D
Dark
Energy”, & the cosmos-ccontractive ‘“gravitic”’ force of “D
Dark Matter”.
Together, “D
Dark Energy”, &/versus “D
Dark Matter” constitute the vast preponderance of known cosmological
Bright Matter’’’.
“mass-energy”, dwarfing the contribution of ordinary, ‘‘‘B
Another key example is the gravitational self-iimplosive versus the thermo-nuclear self-eexplosive ‘iintra-d
duality’
of stars -- of those existences by which planetary biospheres, and planetary humanities, sustain life.
These two forces ‘“vectorially”’ oppose one another inside every “volume-element” of the body of a star.
It is their opposition that enables stellar ‘durativity’, the long lives of stars. Those lives last, typically, for
billions of years. Duration-of-existence, for a star, as such, as a star, depends, especially, upon its initial mass.
That is, without both, without their mutual opposition -- with either force alone -- stars would implode, &/or
explode, out of existence, within a fraction of a moment of their coming into existence.
This explosion-versus-iimplosion self-opposition drives “stellar evolution”, &, ultimately, it also drives stellar
‘self-transition’ -- the “deaths” of stars, when the “fuel” of ‘thermo-nuclearly fusible’ stellar-core higher atomic
species is used up.
Stars then destroy themselves, because their internal self-explosive force dies.
Depending especially upon their initial mass, stars then self-destruct, either in catastrophic self-collapse -- e.g.,
to white dwarf “degenerate” matter, to neutron star ‘‘‘neutronium’’’, to “black hole” ‘holonium’, etc. -- or,
more commonly, in a combination, a ‘‘‘complex unity’’’, of sub-nova, nova, super-nova, or hyper-nova selfdemise: either “mass ejection”, or more-catastrophic ‘self-eexplosion’, coupled with either ‘self-contraction’, or
more-catastrophic ‘self-implosion’.
A more immediate, more local, more contemporary example of this principle is that of the ‘iintra-d
duality’ of
modern, capital-ccentered society.
This human-ssocial ‘iintra-d
duality’ is that between capital as “sself-eexpanding value” [Marx] & capital as
‘sself-ccontracting value’.
The ‘sself-ccontracting value’ side of this ‘iintra-d
duality’ arises via the fixed capital obsolescence-d
depreciation
effect of the growth of the social forces of production -- of machinery-facilitated productivity -- accelerating
within an industrial capitalist system.
This is the core ‘iintra-d
duality’ which drives the evolution, &, ‘predictedly’, the ultimate ‘self-transition’, of
modern society.
Choosing the “eeu-catastrophic” [cf. Tolkein] side, as opposed to the “d
dis-catastrophic” [cf. Tolkein] side, of
this, our present crossroads, we can achieve, we forecast, the more advanced form of human society named
‘‘‘eequitism’’’, or ‘p
political-E
ECONOMIC democracy’ [http://equitism.org/Equitism/Equitism-entry.htm].
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